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Molecular evolutionary genetics
Study genetic variation in natural 
populations to infer evolutionary 
histories of populations, species, 
traits and genes that make up life’s 
biological diversity

Lee lab - study rapid evolution in 
invasive species to understand 
genetics of adaptation to new and 
changing environments

Pool et al. 2010, Brusca et al. 2010 
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Biological invaders



Climate 
change is 
making 

invasions 
more 

complicated

Rahel and Olden 2008
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Saline origins of freshwater invaders



How do they do it?
Serious physiological challenge that 
cannot be overcome by most organisms

Success requires an 
evolutionary response in invaders

What are the population genetic factors 
responsible for invasion success?

Genes
Evolutionary processes



How do they do it?

Lee et al. 2011



Predicting invasion success
Many invaders come from disturbed / highly variable 
environments which can favor:
Genetic variation Plasticity / Tolerance

Fitzpatrick, 2012Bergland et al, 2014



Copepods to the rescue

Lee 2015

Eurytemora affinis



Population genomics
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1. Deep whole-genome 
sequencing of pool of 
individuals (N=100)

2. Align to reference 
genome

3. Identify genetic variants 
and estimate frequencies 
in each population

4. Compare variant 
frequencies among 
populations to detect 
patterns of natural 
selection

Need hundreds of millions 
of sequences per sample / 
population in order to 
accurately identify and 
estimate variant 
frequencies
Genome: 500 million bases
Read : 100 bases



Data types
DNA sequence reads (Fastq format)

@071112_SLXA-EAS1_s_7:5:1:817:345 
GGGTGATGGCCGCTGCCGATGGCGTCAAATCCCACC 
+071112_SLXA-EAS1_s_7:5:1:817:345 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII9IG9IC 
@071112_SLXA-EAS1_s_7:5:1:801:338 
GTTCAGGGATACGACGTTTGTATTTTAAGAATCTGA 
+071112_SLXA-EAS1_s_7:5:1:801:338 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII6IBI

Phylogenetic trees (Newick format)

(dog:20,(elephant:30,horse:60):20):50



Computation
Small number of analyses of large ‘genomic’ datasets

10-20 samples, 10-50 GB per sample
Data quality filtering, sequence alignment

Large of number of analyses on small datasets
100s-1000s of datasets, <1 MB per dataset
Model inference
Simulation

Primarily use public software developed by biologists
Some scripts written in R and python



Step 1: Read mapping --
Small # of  Large Datasets

Filtered, 
trimmed reads 

(.fastq)

Align to the reference 
genome (.sam / .bam)

Filter ambiguous 
alignment

Remove artifactual 
duplicates

Realign around 
insertions and deletions

Call variants

BWA
NextGenMap

Samtools

Picard

GATK
15GB
~12 hrs

PoPoolation 10GB
PoolHMM ~12-24 hrs
Samtools
GATK

Reformat for 
appropriate analysis 

software
Python 100-200GB -> 
R ~500 MB~48 hours per sample using 16 cores

10-20 samples
Need multiple runs for optimization

2 ~15GB 
files

25GB
~12 hrs

20GB
~4 hrs

15GB
~4 hrs



Learning a new system

HPC only
Slurm scheduler
Shared filesystems
Most software as modules
Some long-term storage

Primarily HTC
HTCondor
File transfers
Need to manage environment
No long-term storage
Much bigger capacity, OSG



Optimizing resource use

Software written in C++, Java, Python, R
Version control

Compiling software, getting things to work

Processors, memory, disk space
How to parallelize?
When to use Open Science Grid

Accessing the same data, software
Sharing pipelines with lab members



Step 1: Read mapping --
Small # of  Large Datasets

Filtered, 
trimmed reads 

(.fastq)

Align to the reference 
genome (.sam / .bam)

Filter ambiguous 
alignment

Remove artifactual 
duplicates

Realign around 
insertions and deletions

Call variants

BWA
NextGenMap

Samtools

Picard

GATK
15GB
~12 hrs

PoPoolation 10GB
PoolHMM ~12-24 hrs
Samtools
GATK

Reformat for 
appropriate analysis 

software
Python 100-200GB -> 
R ~500 MB~48 hours per sample using 16 cores

10-20 samples
Need multiple runs for optimization

2 ~15GB 
files

25GB
~12 hrs

20GB
~4 hrs

15GB
~4 hrs



Step 2: Evolutionary Model Inference--
Large # of small, fast analyses
• Summary statistics can be calculated 

locally – quick and easy
• Maximum-likelihood or Bayesian inference 

can be computationally intensive
• Heuristic algorithms

• Analyzing millions of variants would take 
months – need to split the dataset
• Optimize sampling iterations, explore 

appropriate priors, run multiple times to 
ensure convergence
• 3 runs x 200 data partitions x ~8 hours

• OSG compatible

Foll et. al. 2014



Signatures of natural selection during 
invasions
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Step 3: Using simulation to assess significance

L’Isle Verte
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Simulate data without natural selection, test for natural selection
Either simulate a few large datasets, or many small datasets



Using simulation to assess significance

simulated empirical
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Using simulation to evaluate 
inference methods
Inferring evolutionary history of species
from genomic data

Models of molecular evolution, population genetics

What assumptions are likely to be violated and what 
is the effect?

Several biological reasons that a ‘gene’ can have a 
different history than the ‘species’ that carry it

What if a ‘gene’ doesn’t have a single history across 
its length?



Simulation scheme

Known ‘Species’ trees 
(N=50) ‘Gene’ trees (N=20) Sequence alignment

Estimate gene treesEstimate species 
trees

Run 
simulation 
locally

Run model 
estimation 
on CHTC

Vary number of species (2)
Vary ‘depth’ of trees (3)
Vary recombination rate (4)
24000 gene trees (one method), 1200 species trees (3 methods)

Run time varies from 5 minutes to 
72 hours per analysis

ms seq-gen

MrBayes (one model)MrBayes (2 models)

ASTRAL

Mesquite



Summary
• CHTC and OSG really propel our research to a level that 

allows us to compete with and go beyond what a lot of other 
labs are capable of
• Never think of computing capacity as a limitation

• Primary challenges are being a biologist, not coming from a 
computational background, troubleshooting 
• Learning curve, knowing what computational resources are 

available and the best way to take advantage of them
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